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Beoble (BBL) is a communications infrastructure and ecosystem that allows users to chat between
wallets. The project aims to provide a Web 3.0 messaging experience for all Web 3.0 users.

In this article, we will introduce all information about Beoble coins, including what is Beoble? How
does Beoble (BBL) work? Beoble (BBL) cryptocurrency  price prediction 2024, 2025 and 2030, and
how to trade Beoble (BBL) on BTCC.
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What Is Beoble ?

Beoble is a web3 application that is compatible with most major wallets, allowing users to exchange
messages between wallets. Users can use Metamask or other wallets to sign in and send messages
to other users, create groups and earn rewards.

More than just a messaging platform, Beoble is a haven for privacy, security, and seamless
integration with a decentralized ecosystem. While enabling smooth communication, Beoble also
protects users’ privacy.

How Does Beoble Work?

Beoble enhances social connectivity through the Communication Delivery Graph (CDG), a cutting-
edge network designed to prioritize security and privacy. In addition to using a decentralized
network for data storage, Beoble further ensures that the information transaction process is
completely private and secure through CDG. As CDG is constructed as a delivery mechanism, users
retain full control and ownership of their data throughout the process.

Besides guaranteeing the privacy and security in messages, Beoble facilitates the creation of
decentralized identities (DIDs), allowing users fully control and manage their DIDs and eliminating
the need for a central authority. Besides, Beoble offers a social graph synchronizer, so users can
seamlessly sync contacts from other networks, such as Lens Protocol and Cyber Connect.

What Is The BBL Token?

BBL is the native utility token of the Beoble platform, and the token standard is ERC-20. BBL tokens
allow the chatroom economy to innovate and circulate.

Beoble allows users to earn points (Cat points) through interaction, and users accumulate share of
the chat room based on their positive contributions. The more they participate, the more their share
of their chat rooms increases, thus ensuring that any revenue (including entrance fees) generated by
the chat rooms is distributed fairly among the members.

Following the official launch, Beoble has renamed the CAT token to BBL. BBL generated through
participation can be redeemed for the purchase of utilities, access to advanced features, play games,
or donate to other users to foster community awareness and rewards.

Beoble Overview

Token Name: Beoble

Ticker: BBL

Market Cap: $2,054,225

Volume 24h: $7,649,128



Real-time BBL to USD price update shows the current beoble price as $0.1551.

In the past 24 hours, Beoble has decreased by -5.14%.

The following sets forth the BBL USD price chart:

beoble Chart

[TRADE_PLUGIN]BBLUSDT,BBLUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]
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Beoble (BBL) Price Prediction 2024

According to technical analysis, Beoble is predicted to reach $0.31482774788687 by the end of
2024. The average price of BBL in 2024 is $0.30541427350083, up 56.04% from the current price.
The highest forecast price is $0.39353468485859, which is expected to be reached in December
2024.

Beoble (BBL) Price Prediction 2025

The Beoble price prediction for 2025 is currently between $ 0.164861 on the lower end and
$ 0.778506 on the high end. Based on the price prediction, Beoble could gain 391.36% by 2025 if
BBL reaches the upper price target. The price prediction of BBL depends on various factors that
affect its demand and supply.

Beoble (BBL) Price Prediction 2030

The Beoble price prediction for 2030 is between $ 0.415088 on the lower end and $ 0.673028 on the
high end. Based on our BBL price prediction, the price of Beoble could gain 324.79% and reach
$ 0.673028 if it reaches the upper price target.

＼Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!／

Trade On BTCC Now

How To Trade Beoble (BBL) On BTCC

Traders interested in BBL are advised to trade the crypto on BTCC, one of the longest-running
exchanges in the world. BTCC offers BBLUSDT perpetual contracts, you can start with BTCC.

https://www.btcc.com/en-US/markets/beoble
https://www.btcc.com/en-US/register?utm_source=GW_SEO&inviteCode=%20&utm_medium=article&utm_campaign=leah84406
https://www.btcc.com/en-US
https://www.btcc.com/en-US


The following sets forth the guidance for buying BBL token on cryptocurrency exchange BTCC:

Step One: go to the BTCC homepage and log in to your BTCC account. If you do not have an
account, you need to register first, and then fund money into your account after registration.

Step Two: go back to the BTCC official homepage, choose “Contract” -“USDT-M Perpetual Futures
Contract”, and find the BBL/USDT trading pair.



You can also directly click the button below to enter the BBL order page.

[TRADE_PLUGIN]BBLUSDT,BBLUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]

Step Three: enter the amount of coins you want to buy, and the amount of the contract purchased
and the required margin will be displayed below.

Step Four: finally, adjust the leverage multiple and click Buy. The BTCC perpetual contract
leverage can be up to 225 times, but remember that the higher the leverage, the easier it is to
explode, and the novice traders are advised to trede within 10 times.

＼Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!／

Trade On BTCC Now
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